Hotel options in Prague near conference venue

*Presence 2018 will be held Hotel Ambassador Zlata Husa, which is located near Wenceslas Square. The list of hotels below are located within 5 minutes of walking distance from the conference venue and the Wenceslas Square.

1. Wenceslas Square Terraces

*The red dot is where the hotel is located.

It is a 4-star hotel that is located at less than 5 minutes walking distance from the conference hotel. Price is somewhat expensive, but it looks tidy, and well managed.

Estimated price for 2 nights (Check in Sunday- Check out Tuesday): $348 (Best offer)
2. Hotel Liberty Prague

*The red dot is where the hotel is located. This is a 4-star hotel. It is located in 5-10 minutes walking distance from the conference location. The price seems relatively reasonable than other hotels near the conference venue. The rating on hotelscombined.com is 9.1.

Estimated price for 2 nights (Check in Sunday- Check out Tuesday): $251 (Best offer) *Breakfast included
3. NYX Prague

*Red dot is where the hotel is located.

It looks like this hotel is located at the back street of the conference venue. The price is reasonable compared to others near the location. One of good things about this place is that there is an airport shuttle that runs from the hotel. It looks like it has restaurant and bar in the same building, so it may not be quiet.

Estimated price for 2 nights (Check in Sunday- Check out Tuesday): $233 (Best offer)
4. Hotel Elysee Prague

*Red dot is where the hotel is located.

The hotel is 4-star hotel, and located in about 10 minutes of walking distance from the conference venue.

Estimated price for 2 nights (Check in Sunday- Check out Tuesday): $282 (Best offer) *Breakfast included

5. Hotel Sovereign Prague
This hotel is 4-star, and located in about 10 minutes of walking distance from the conference venue. The room looks tidy, and the price seems relatively reasonable than other hotels.

Estimated price for 2 nights (Check in Sunday- Check out Tuesday): $232 (Best offer) * Breakfast included